CODINGTON COUNTY
OVERWEIGHT AND/OR OVERSIZE PERMIT

Overweight Permit effective from ______ 202 to ______ 202

Oversized Permit effective from ______ 202 to ______ 202

Issue date ______ 202 Time __________

Name of Carrier __________________________ Address __________________________

Origin of Move ________________________________________________________________

Routes to be Traveled __________________________________________________________

Make of Truck/Vehicle __________________________ License# ______________________

Cargo __________________________ Gross weight __________________________

Overall length __________ Overall width __________ Overall height __________

Number of axles __________ Tire size front ___________ rear __________

Vehicle may not exceed 7 ton on any axle on any Asphalt surfaced Codington County Highway during Spring load restriction period unless said vehicle is empty.

Maximum speed allowed is _________ MPH.

The permittee shall be liable for any damages to structures or other property within the highway right of way.

The applicant is responsible for checking their proposed route for posted restriction bridges, No vehicle exceeding posted gross weight may use these bridges.

Vehicles exceeding seven ton on any axle during Spring load restriction period must cross non posted bridges on centerline of road through bridge at a maximum speed of five MPH. You are responsible for traffic control at these bridges.

No oversized movement between sunset and sunrise.

Issued by __________________________

Title __________________________